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The Road Less Traveled
THE CASE
FOR CHANGE
WHY
STOP
THERE?

ONBOARDING

THE
SOLUTION

F.A.I.R.

KNOW
YOUR
TOP RISKS!

OUTCOMES
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The Case for Change…

* The information described in the preceding example has been compiled solely for illustrative
purposes. The results depicted are NOT those from a risk assessment of a real organization.
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1

The Case for Change…

Terminology Issues: Mix
of loss statements and
control deficiencies
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Direct selection of risk
variables via verbal labels

Cannot multiply verbal
risk labels: Medium X
Medium-High
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Use of likelihood
instead of frequency
ignores fundamental
importance of time in
risk analysis

Verbal risk labels not
indexed to financial loss;
illusion of communication;
cannot compare cyber risk
to other business risk.
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FAIR Improves your Risk Register
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▪

Provides a common language for
communicating about Risk

▪

Focuses analysis on the end-toend risk scenario (threat actor,
control, loss forms)

▪

Decomposes risk in its discrete
factors

▪

Offers a modeling construct for
analyzing simple or complex risk
scenarios

▪

Is a framework for establishing
data collection criteria across
organizational silos (Business, IT
Security, Finance)
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New Way of Reporting Risk
The risk from this
scenario is currently
minimal, with 95% of
our simulations
resulting in $5,000 of
loss or less over the
next year.

* The information described in the preceding example has been compiled solely for illustrative
purposes. The results depicted are NOT those from a risk assessment of a real organization.
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Risk Scoping: Assets and Scenarios

Loss
Simulations

Scenarios

▪

Assets can be assessed
individually or in groups

▪

Assets/Asset groupings can
be assigned relevant loss
scenarios

▪

These scenarios can be fed
into a FAIR risk quantification
computational engine for
calculating risk in financial
terms, dollars and cents

▪

Because risk is about the
future, we need to express
any financial impacts as
ranges to fully capture the
potential future losses

Assets
Applications

Servers

Databases
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Sample Annual Loss Exposure Report
(Source: RiskLens – Technical Advisor to the FAIR Institute)
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Outcomes: HITRUST + FAIR
Key Takeaways:
• Normalize your Risk Register
• Compliments your chosen Risk
Management Framework
• Communicate in a common language
• Quantification produces defensible
analysis

“I want to thank the Risk Management team for
providing detailed information in a timely
manner. The professionalism of the report
absolutely provided the empirical backing to a
hunch that got the team to act.”

– HM Health Solutions Partner

Example:
• HMHS Cyber Risk Management: Risk
Avoidance Win
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Why stop there?
Opportunity to optimize at the strategic level:
Top risks informing security operations strategy
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The Solution
A marriage of frameworks & methodologies to…
Align your information security investment strategy to
the enterprise’s leading cyber risks.
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What we use
1.

Know your top risks
▪ Control Framework: HITRUST CSF
▪ Threat Catalog: HITRUST Threat Catalog

2.

Understand the factors driving the top risks
▪ Risk Quantification Model: Factor Analysis of
Information Risk (FAIR)

3.

Manage the factors driving the top risks
▪ Top risks informing Security Operations
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FAIR is Complementary to Risk Mgmt Frameworks
Most risk mgmt. frameworks do not prescribe a specific
approach to identifying, analyzing and prioritizing risk and leave it
to the risk practitioners to select their preferred analytics model.
COSO Cube

This is where FAIR comes in and can be used to:
•

Identify top risks, according to the FAIR risk scenario definitions

•

Quantify risk, in economic terms

•

Evaluate the efficacy of treatment options, in terms of risk reduction

•

Communicate risk in a language than everyone understands,
including at board level

ISO31000 Risk
Mgmt. Process
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Connecting FAIR to the HITRUST CSF
FAIR provides clear,
economic thresholds for riskbased actions

Level 1 Implementation Requirements
1.ii – (The risk management policy should include) Management’s clearly stated level of acceptable risk
4. Risk tolerance thresholds defined for each category of risk

Level 2 Implementation Requirements
•
•

The likelihood and magnitude of harm….is including in the risk assessment process
Requires knowledge and experiences of incident histories and actual case impact scenarios

FAIR has explicit variables to
represent harm and
leverages histories and
experience in calculation

FAIR uses quantifiable threat
variables in the calculation

Level FFIEC IS Implementation Requirements

The organization implements threat modeling (e.g., development of attack trees) as part of its risk assessment process to assist in
identifying and quantifying risk
FAIR provides clear,
economically quantified risk

Level GDPR Implementation Requirements
Control Reference 03.B - Performing Risk Assessments
Risk Assessments shall be performed to identify and quantify risks
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Know your top risks
A. HITRUST CSF identifies assets and their control
maturity
B. HITRUST Threat Catalogue identifies threats acting
against the control maturity gaps identified for those
assets
▪ Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive
(MECE)
RESULT
Know your top risks in terms of what assets are
vulnerable to what threats
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Understand the factors driving risk
Risk Quantification
1. FAIR Model decomposes each risk into quantified
contributing factors

RESULT
Understand what factors are driving the top risks
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The Result
Top Risk Dashboard
Risk
Trending

Legend
Increasing Decreasing Stable







Key
Annualized
Loss
Exposure

$$

$$$$

$$$$$$

* The information described in the preceding example has been compiled solely for illustrative
purposes. The results depicted are NOT those from a risk assessment of a real organization.
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Manage the Factors
Analyzing Mitigation Paths
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Product
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Annual Loss Exposure
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Manage the factors driving risk
1. KNOW

ALLOCAT
E
BUDGET

SHOW RISK
REDUCTION

2. UNDERSTAND

3. MANAGE
CYBER VALUE

Sec Ops
…EXECUTION…
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Outcomes
Know
- Target risk reduction activities (efficiency gain)
- Project proposals align to top risks (efficiency gain)
Understand
- Project proposals optimize risk reduction and cost by addressing key factors
driving risk (efficiency gain)
Manage
- Manage the future: take actions today to influence the risk factors you
expect to experience in the future
- Track risk reduction progress (demonstrate Security Operations value)
- “Relentless incrementalism”

-

Identifies most/least valuable controls (efficiency gain)
21
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Visit www.HITRUSTAlliance.net for more information

To view our latest documents, visit the Content Spotlight
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